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genuine Acalepha, and should be united, not only with the naked-eyed Medusa3, but
also with the Siphonophore. There also I traced the special homologies of the Cte-

nophort and other Acalephs, and the general homologies of all Bacliata, including
the Echinoderms. There I advocated the compound character of the Siphonophor,
and carried that 'view even further than it is carried by some naturalists, showing,
what I believe to be true, that certain parts of their communities, which are still

considered by some anatomists as organs, are in reality distinct individuals.
I do not make this somewhat. extended reference to my "Lectures," in order

to substantiate special claims of priority, but sold to prevent any imputation of

having borrowed from others the views I have derived from my own investigations,
and upon which I may have to dwell more fully in the course of this work.
This appears to me the more necessary, since the reports of my lectures have
had only a 'very limited circulation in Europe.

We are indebted to Liitken for valuatl)le contributions to the natural history
of the Acalephs of Greenland and Scandinavia, in connection with which he has

published a new systematic arrangement of the naked-eyed Methtsa. As I know
this paper only from the abstracts given by Leuckart in the Archiv für Natur

geschichte for 1854, 2d vol., p. 44, I abstain from further remarks about it.

LiJTKEN'S CLASSIFICATION OF THE, NAKED-EYED MEDUSIE, 1850.
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.41 ginc a : Caryb4lea, Eurylpin. Cunina, ]Egina, )Eginopsis, Polyxenia.

.Equureatliu : 4qunrea, Mc'.otiema, Stoinobrachiuni, Thaumatitias.
0cc it aid a : Oceania, Saplienia, Turns, Modecria.

Bong ala vi lie : Bougainvillea, Lizia, Rutlikia.
G cry on iii i : Ocryonin, Tima, Geryouopsis, Diaiuuu, Circe.
S a rs Iad u Sarsia, Sinbijeria, Steenstruppia, Euphysa.
WilIsiadiu Villsin, Proboscidnctyia, Berenice.

Milue-Ethvards never attempted systematically to present. his 'views of the
affinities of the Acalephs in the form of a special classification, though we owe
to him important contributions to the history of this class. Von Siebohi, in his

textbook of comparative anatomy, has adopted the classification of Eschscholtz,
which, to this day, is followed by most. naturalists.

Since, judging from my observations upon Mihlepora, a large number of Corals
must be considered as belonging to the type of Hydroids, it is necessary to intro
duce here the classification of Corals by Milime-Edwards, in order more directly to
show what changes are likely to be rendered necessary in time systematic arrailge
ment of the Corals, in consequence of my discovery of the acalephian affinities
of the genus Millepora.
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